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Stereogenecity and chirality:  
  Chirality: A carbon atom is combined with four different univalent atoms or groups and 

whose affinities are directed toward the vertices of tetrahedron is asymmetric. 

Asymmetry is the property of any atom but refers to the space in which the atom has been 

placed. Presently, the term chirality rather than asymmetry are used and chiral center has 

same meaning as asymmetric center. Molecule, which are not super imposable on their 

respective mirror images, are called chiral molecule. All asymmetric molecules are chiral, 

however not all chiral molecules are asymmetric since some molecules having Cn (n>1) 

axes may also be chiral. 

Stereogenecity: The term stereogenic atom or center has been introduced to generalize 

the system of naming stereoisomers. The term is defined as follows: 

  a) An atom of such nature are bearing of groups of such nature that it can have two non-

equivalent configurations. 

  b) An atom bearing several groups of such nature that mutual change of any two groups 

on that atom generates a new stereoisomer.  

  For example: in molecules like Cabde, carbon atom is stereogenic because the 

molecules can exist in two non-equivalent configurations.  

 

Again, C-2 and C-3 carbon atoms of cis- and trans-but-2-ene are stereogenic because 

mutual change of H and CH3 groups on any of these carbon atoms generates a new 

stereoisomer. 
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  In case of olefins like CabCab or CabCde, the axis joining two carbon atoms is 

called stereogenic axis because stereoisomerisms by interchange of positions of 

substituents on each carbon atom is made possible due to the rigid axis joining two 

carbon atoms by a double bond.   

 

 

  In case of allenes like Cab=C=Cab, the axis joining three carbon atoms is also called 

stereogenic axis because stereoisomerisms by interchange of positions of substituents on 

each end carbon atom is made possible due to the rigid axis joining three carbon atoms by 

a double bonds.  

 

Concept of chirotopic and achirotopic center (chirotopicity and achirotopicity): 
   The site symmetry of atoms in molecules falls into two classes, chiral and achiral. Any 

atom within a molecular framework is said to be chirotopic if its site symmetry is chiral, 

i.e. the atoms resides in a chiral environment. An atom within a molecular framework is 

said to be achirotopic when its site symmetry is achira, i.e. the atoms resides in a achiral 

environment. All segmenys or points in a chiral molecule are chirotopic because chirality 

is in all-inclusive property, as it affects all parts of a chiral molecule. 

   For example, in lactic acid, CH3CH(OH)COOH, all ligands are chirotopic but in 

propanoic acid, CH3CH2COOH, all ligands are achirotopic as they are reside in a achiral 

environment.  

 

Difference between Stereogenecity and chirality: 

   We have already discussed the term stereogenic atom or center and chirotopic center. 

The terms stereogenecity and chirotopicity may not coincide in many centers. In 

molecules like Cabde, carbon atom is chirotopic as well as stereogenic but the ligands 

a,b,d,e are chirotopic but non-stereogenic. Stereogenecity and chirotopicity are two 

distinct characters of an asymmetric atom, which happen to overlap and are most closely 

associated in organic stereochemistry. Stereogenecity is dependent on bonding 
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connectivity but chirotopicity is quite independent of it and is determined only by local 

symmetry. A chirotopicity atom is one which resides in a chiral environment. 

  Example: the carbon atoms in 1,2-dichloroethene (A) are stereogenic but achirotopic. 

Carbon atoms in 1,2-dibromo-1,2-dichloroethane (B) are stereogenic as well as 

chirotopic. In CH2X2 type molecules, carbon center is  achirotopic as well as non-

stereogenic. In 2,3,4-trihydroxyglutaric acid (C), C-2 and C-4 are chirotopic as well as 

stereogenic but C-3 is chirotopic but non-stereogenic. 

Therefore, it is evident that chirotopicity and  stereogenicity of a center can be delinked 

and each term indicates a definite stereochemical aspect of an atom in a molecule.  

        In the light of stereoisomerism, the carbon atom of the molecule of the type Cabde 

showed by more appropriately called stereogenic than chirotopic because stereogenicity 

is more intrinsic property of the molecule.  
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